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ABSTRACT 

Super pixel segmentation is becoming ubiquitous in computer vision. Huge number of segmentation 

techniques have been proposed even though the great challenge is that properties of viewed physical image cannot 

be measured directly. The main problem in segmentation is, an object can be represented by number of segments in 

detail and it also includes boundary regions in detail. So it increase the complexities and reduce the throughput. An 

identical strategy is found to segment the image in various level depend only on object image and it exclude the 

surroundings. The proposed method deals with segregating the image into super pixels using Hierarchical image 

segmentation and arrangement of larger sub region using NCC (Neighbor Convertible Crewing) algorithm. The 

crewing output is integrated with edge detector for improving the efficiency of object identification system. Finally 

the experimental result shows the increased performance of proposed system. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Object identification and segmentation is a essential visualization problem in many real world applications. 

A Very large image can be parsed in a coherent regions, but it is very difficult in a regular vision systems. The variety 

of segmentation techniques have been proposed, even though the great challenge is that properties of viewed 

objective image cannot be measured directly. In the existing paper they have used different segmentation algorithm, 

data clustering and edge based segmentation methods, even though the viewing images are having the complex 

interaction between the different processes and it is also difficult to attain speed and quality requirements. To Avoid 

this problem, in proposed methods we are using Hierarchical segmentation, then the segmented images are clustered 

using NCC algorithm. To bring more segmentation accuracy in image, we using a Watershed Segmentation 

Algorithm as an efficient edge detectors. Image segmentation play a vital role in many applications such as medical 

imaging, object and face recognition, engineering and technology. It can identify the regions of curiosity in a scene 

or annotate the data. Object recognition system needs to handle a huge number of classes and objects, it is necessary 

that the learning does not involves any user feedback. Hierarchical segmentation is recognize the objects based on 

the human visual system. It segments the digital image in to many homogenous regions or objects according to a 

particular physical feature. Many algorithms can benefit from multi-resolution representations of images and super 

pixels with a natural hierarchy can be applied to more vision tasks. Figure.1, represent the original image and 

Figure.2, represent the hierarchical segmented image. 

  
Figure.1. Before Segmentation Figure.2. Hierarchical Segmentation 

Crewing algorithm provides better performance than that of k-means clusters. The images are segregated as 

uniform Hierarchical segmentation and NCC clustering to generate super pixels for the proposed image. The super 

pixel image is separated as the distinct regions for detecting the edges by using watershed segmentation algorithm. 

Combining of Crewing algorithm and watershed segmentation algorithm will overcome the difficulties in segmenting 

the object and it also brings accuracy as well as efficiency in proposed image. 

Related Works: Thilagamani and Shanthi (2011), proposed the over segmentation methods for recognition image 

using Super pixel. In this process the splitting of images into several segments and each segments are in uniform size 

is called as Super Pixels. They used mid-level cluster algorithm for forming the sub region. Analyzing the image 

using over segmentation process causes more difficulties this problem has been solved by watershed algorithm. 

Thilagamani and Shanthi (2011), have proposed the object segmentation techniques for object detection. It uses the 

two processes for segmenting the objects, they are object detection and object segmentation using Novel Recursive 

Clustering Algorithm. The main limitation of this method is centre initialization takes long time. Neural Network 

classifier provide the increased performance when compared to other algorithms. This classifier is mainly used to 

increase the performance of hidden layer (Venkatesh, 2011). Thilagamani and Shanthi (2014), proposed the Gaussian 
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and Gabor filter approach to detect the object from its background. It performs the filtering and smoothing for 

segmentation. Farag (2005), proposed a shape Model, based on segmentation approach for object registration and 

set function format. This method overcomes the problems of weighting coefficients tuning in partial differential 

equation. Borenstein and Malik (2006), proposed a Bayesian model for obtaining the figure ground segmentation. In 

this method the segmentation is based on shape and texture of the image. It used in top down for querying and 

detecting the object parts using stored shape model. Laura Gui (2007), proposed a method for image over cycle for 

combining the bottom up segmentation with top down object classification. Here the model is trained using principle 

component analysis and this trained model is used for classification. Yu Fu (2008), proposed a frame work for 

segmentation using saliency cuts for segmenting the objects from its background. In this method labels are introduced 

to evaluate the labels for graph cut. Shirakawa and Nagao (2009), proposed the segmentation algorithm for reducing 

the overall deviation based on connectivity and features for image recognition. This method uses the feature 

extraction, selection and connection measurements for solving the object recognition problem. Ren (2003), proposed 

a super pixel formation for grouping huge number of pixels in to sub- regions. Thilagamani and Shanthi (2010), The 

clustering algorithm is mainly divided into the categories of partitioning and Hierarchical The cluster validation is 

important for selecting best cluster among too many clusters. The cluster is validated using some parameters value. 

This paper mainly focused on the Hierarchical image segmentation, NCC algorithm for clustering and Watershed 

Segmentation Algorithm for edge detectors. 

2. METHODOLOGIES 

 There is a large literature on image segmentation. In this section, we briefly discuss the most relevant 

methods to this work: hierarchical image segmentation, NCC algorithm for efficient super pixel extraction and Edge 

detection methods. 

Object Segmentation: The analysis of object segmentation in image sequence is found to easy and the best strategy 

is uniform decomposition. A segmentation could be used for beholding, compression, image written material. The 

uniform decomposition is appropriate method for segmenting the objects and acts as a core of the watershed from 

propagated markers. So as to form the system much implementable there's a desire for unattended object 

segmentation, that doesn't demand any human interaction.  

Hierarchical Image Segmentation: Hierarchical image segmentation methods generate a set of segments with 

different levels are composed of regions on the finer levels. An effective partition algorithm are used for generating 

a homogeneous regions based on shape, size and degree of photometric homogeneity and organized in a hierarchical 

segments. The upper level nodes are consider as large segment and child nodes are in finer levels. The segment tree 

structure has been introduced to image classification, semantic image segmentation and object detection. The method 

are used to detect image and transforms the image in to hierarchical region tree. This hierarchical segmentation 

method has been successfully used in numerous recognition and detection problems. The construction of hierarchical 

representation is an initial step followed by an agglomerative clustering procedure and it is easy to integrate with 

edge detection using watershed methods. Although image segmentation plays a vital role in computer vision, accurate 

segmentation methods are often time-consuming for many application domains.  

NCC Algorithm: Neighbor Convertible Crewing Algorithm is hierarchical based clustering algorithm which 

aggregate the nearest reversible nodes in a single group. The crew image appearance using SIFT, SURF or PCA-

SIFT legend and recollect various object class. In NCC algorithm the recollection enforcement is better than that of 

k-means clustering. A review of dependent nearest nearby residents is that it is based on the foundation of NCC 

teams of tracks yi and yj, so that yi is the NC to yj, in reverse. This is acquired by building a NC string, whichever 

subsists of a random track, followed by its NC the NCC theorem inceptions with a track at random. Henceforward, 

a NC string of length L can be determined as the sequel of tracks {y1, y2=NC (y1),..., yl-1=NC(yl), yl =NC(yl)}, 

where NC(xi) is the NC of xi. It is dignity noting that the lapses between adjoining tracks in the NC string are 

monotonically discounting, and that the last team of clots is NCC. A NC string is composed, When NCC team is 

created then no more tracks can be added to the string and crews are mingled if their similarity is raised a settle cut-

off entrance z|.The combined crews may be enforced, when the extent matrix U fascinates the reducibility plot, 

dist(Ai, Ak)≤min{ dist(Ai, Ak), dist(Aj, Ak)} ≤dist(Ai∪j, Ak),where dist(Ai, Ak) is the distance between crews Ai 

and Aj and Ai∪j is the crew after mingling Ai and Ai.Finally all plots of NCC are mingled, the NC associations for 

the halting string members are invariable, therefore they can be used for the beside repetition. A new random point 

is selected, whenever the present string is empty or has been scrapped and a new NC string is started. 

EDGE-Based Segmentation Method: Edge-base segmentation approach assign corner expose before analysis the 

object. In Proposed Method, the edge detection is performed using watershed analysis theorem. This approach is 

based on the conception of corner expose.  

Watershed Segmentation Algorithm: The watershed segmentation is a identical techniques for segmenting digital 

image that uses an region growing methods on an image gradient. This method combine the element of discontinuity 

and similarity based. The major task of watershed analysis is to find the waterlines in an image in form to sever the 

explicit sectors. Let consider an image is a 3D topographic with pixel values 27, where y and x indicate the coequal 
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of flat, and z indicates the pixel price. The analysis of topographic chart start from least watershed to the maximum 

value. Let X1, X2, XR sets indicating the combines in the provincial minima of an image p(x, y), where p(x, y) is 

the pixel price of integrate (x, y). Indicate A (Xi) as the combines in the catchment watershed associated with 

provincial minimum Mi. Finally, let O[n] be the set of combines (r, q) for which P(r, q) < n and show as  

O[m]={(r,q)|P(r,q)<m} 

Am(Xi)=A(Xi)∩O[m] 

A[m]=∩Am(Xi) 

NCC Region Merging: The merging of smooth part regions is a initial step for framing a segmentation. Region 

merge is in order to solve over-segmented regions. In earlier methods they built similarity matrix based on color, 

boundary distance and neighbor region to merge. To create similarity matrix and the merge, it need time complexity 

O (n3), n is the number of clustering centers. In existing method the time complexity is high. The proposed method 

forwarded a NCC region merging that randomly select the crew center and look for a pair of crew meeting NCC of 

super pixel constraint to combine. This method can assurance local optimized of group. After the completion of 

segmentation, the issue on the creation of super pixel is converted in to the process of set X={xi, i=1,…r}, where xi 

is a six dimensional features vector of taking out from uniform segmentation, Xi= [μH, μw, μn, a,y],, μH, μw, μn is 

respectively the mean value of pixel [H w n]T, the number of pixels is represented as 'a' and 'y' is a vector of two 

dimensional space coordinates. 

Plab(Bi,Bj)=(𝜇Hi-𝜇Hj)2+(𝜇wi-𝜇wj)2+(𝜇ni-𝜇nj)2 

     Ps=
1

(1+exp(−𝑐||𝑠𝑖−𝑠𝑗||))
 

To reduce the similarity in computation, a new crew is formed with meeting merging conditions and 

combined, then it updated the mean value of regional color and variance of regional color. The definition are given 

in below equations,  

     𝛼new=
𝑤𝑖𝛼𝑖+𝑤𝑖𝛼𝑗

𝑤𝑖+𝛼𝑗
 

    𝛽𝑛𝑒𝑤
2 =

1

𝑤𝑖+𝑤𝑗
(wi𝛽𝑗

2
+wi𝛽𝑗

2
+

𝑤𝑖×𝑤𝑗

𝑤𝑖+𝑤𝑗
(𝜇i-𝜇j)2) 

     Xnew=(Xi+Xj)/2 

     wnew=wi+wj 

It is greatly improved on efficiency, as the computation of αnew and βnew
2  only uses the mean value and 

variance of region on color. In this merging method, the merging regions are formed based on region area constraint 

conditions and using Euclidean distance is calculated for region area with similarity coefficient. The NCC region 

cluster is used to merge the small region based on similarity and this algorithm will generate the local optimized 

merging region as small crew. 

3. RESULTS & DISCUSSION 

This paper presents a effective hierarchical super pixel segmentation method that can be used for segregating 

the image in an uniform segments. As result of uniform segmentation, NCC clustering merge the neighbor region as 

a crew. Based on the distance, the method provide a assurance in forming of optimized groups. The crewed groups 

are integrated with edge detector mechanism to increase the efficiency of object identification system. The results 

are shown in figures.3, 4, 5 and 6. 

  
Figure.3. Original image Figure.4. Hierarchical Segmentation 

  
Figure.5. NCC Super pixel Figure.6. Edge Detection 

 

4. CONCLUSION 

The super pixels segmentation become more popular in the field of computer vision, the quality and 

evaluation competence of vision task based on super pixel are visibly better than the method based on pixel. 

Therefore, performance necessity of generating super pixels is higher. Our proposed method have introduced the 
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effective hierarchical segmentation for segregating the image, this methods are used widely in different applications. 

A great advantage of the proposed method is that it generates super pixel using NCC clustering and region merging 

will increase the performance of each independent super pixel. 
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